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ABOUT NNINA OLUGERO FOUNDATION
Nnina Olugero Foundation was founded in June 2012 with the main aim of empowering less
fortunate people to build relevant skills and knowledge as a means to increase self-sustainability.
It was officially registered and licensed as a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) in Uganda in
2015. The Nnina Olugero Foundation works together with local organizations to nurture a better
future for all vulnerable people in Ugandan society. This is done primarily through ensuring that
the poor and vulnerable people build on their own knowledge and experience. Secondly the local
expertise is used to lead and guide them and their communities, not by taking over total control
hence supplementing the projects with guidance, knowledge and materials. This methodology
helps people to develop themselves, which in turn increases self-confidence and allows people to
grow towards greater goals.
Nnina Olugero Foundation quotes that over 9 million Ugandans live below the poverty line and to
that effect acknowledges that these people live in poor families that cannot meet basic needs and
consequently suffer from hunger, malnutrition and disease. These vulnerable and marginalized
groups often face problems such as lack of education, discrimination, HIV/AIDS, poor sexual
health, resulting in illegal and poorly performed abortions, lack of equal rights for men and
women and limited access to health care.
Relatedly, poverty in many cases is a downward spiral which often comes from fear and the threat
of stigmatization and or public persecution where one can no longer go out on one’s own. Nnina
Olugero Foundation was formed to provide the much needed support to the poor, vulnerable and
marginalized persons through provision of knowledge and means so that they can be able to
change their future. Thus, Nnina Olugero Foundation implements projects that are aimed at
sharing knowledge in combination with giving them means to increase self-sustainability and a
better standard of living.

COVID-19 Relief Project
COVID-19 Pandemic disrupted the social and economic lives of households in many parts of the
country. Nnina Olugero Foundation acknowledged that the vulnerable and marginalized poor
households were affected most. In the month of April, May and June 2020, the organization
provided poverty relief care packages to the most vulnerable families within Kampala and Wakiso
districts. The relief project targeted 100 households most of which comprised of extended families
of more than 6 people. A total number of 600 people including the Elderly, single women and
youths headed households, people living with HIV/AIDS and PWDs) were identified. These were
provided with household relief package that was comprised of Rice, Maize flour, Ground nuts,
Beans, soap, Cooking Oil, salt among others.

Reagan of Nnina Olugero in Covid-19 relief
distribution exercise

The Executive Director of Nnina Olugero in a
door to door Covid-19 sensitization exercise
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The foundation also conducted an awareness campaign about safety
and standard operational procedure as provided by the Ministry of
health. This was based on the realization that the masses did not
have adequate knowledge about COVID-19. Hence, Nnina Olugero

Target groups:

-Vulnerable extended
families

Foundation was at the forefront during quarantine, social distancing

-School youth

and lockdown period by employing a nonconventional but effective

-HIV positive people

approach of door to door sensitization while observing the Ministry

-Mentally and/physically

of

disabled people

Health
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Other
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information and promote health recommendations and medical
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set

Consequently,

by
over
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600
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Health

households

were

and

the

president.

empowered

with

knowledge regarding public health measures through awareness
creation as one of the interventions to prevent and manage COVID-19
pandemic.

(wo)men and nurses
-Street children
-Single (teen) mothers
-Marginalized groups

Increased Agriculture Production
Nnina Olugero Foundation acknowledges that many vulnerable and marginalized families
depend on food produced by them. Therefore, the organization is implementing an agriculture
project that is aimed at increasing food production through emphasis on diversity of enterprises
in household level, targeting marginalized groups of people who are into agriculture. These
include; unemployed out of school youths, disabled people, teenage mothers, single mothers
among others. As a result, Nnina Olugero Foundation has identified and supported the up scaling
number of enterprises that were already being undertaken in the communities and these
included; livestock production like poultry and piggery, crop production especially hibiscus,
pumpkins, vegetable (onions, tomatoes, cabbages, egg plants and carrots fruits). This is aimed at
promoting production of different food stuffs to improve household nutrition and also for their
income generation, while being taught to utilize the available spaces by employing permaculture
practices of confined space gardening.
The identified beneficiary households are supported with startups of inputs (quality seeds,
improved breeds of chicks), trainings and follow-up visits. The project has benefited 260
Households composed of 250 women and 10 male. The project is also being implemented in two
primary schools where over 400 pupils and 50 teachers have been introduced into practices of
permaculture, horticulture and confined space gardening.

Beneficiaries receive chicken after training in chicken rearing

A beneficiary in her tomato garden
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Household agriculture production trainings & Extension services
Nnina Olugero Foundation is providing extension services among the beneficiary households
mostly targeting women who are good custodians of best practices, knowledge, skills and other
initiatives. This is being achieved by providing the identified community with training and on
farm demonstration of the selected enterprises. Trainees are provided with inputs in form of
seeds and chicks. This practice has not only ensured sustainability of production but also
increased and maintained food production as well as improving nutrition in households.

Women being trained in vegetable growing

Beneficiares of training in vegetable growing showing
their produce

The Future
Nnina Olugero Foundation continues to strive to be self-sufficient in the long run by ensuring
that costs are funded locally. Consequently, the foundation has started a business arm in
partnership with Takatuka that is meant to generate income from chicken rearing. It is hoped
that with increased incomes from local activities, this will partly fund and reduce the
administrative costs, such as salaries and office rent.
To increase professionalism of the organization by continuously building the capacity of the
management through technical European volunteers support to improve their efficiency and
effectiveness at work hence a sustained impact.
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For any inquiries;

Follow;

+256772463220 / +256414670400

ACSA Uganda

acsa.ug@gmail.com / info@acsaug.org

@AcsaUganda

1496 Plot 3 Zzimbe Road, Nsambya

ACSA Uganda

www.acsa-ug.org

